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1 – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 – Introduction
The sector is evolving at an increased pace as the effects of changes to the economic environment,
competition for students and Government policy take hold. This is increasing the importance of
data, information and insight in supporting decision making.
The efficiency agenda, enhancing research performance, diversifying income streams and improving
cost recoveries are priorities for most, if not all, institutions. In many cases additional or more
detailed information is needed to inform these agendas and to prioritise the key areas of focus.
Institutions have a rich source of data in their TRAC models, but all too often this is only used to
meet the formal reporting requirements. Following feedback from the sector, the TRAC
Development Group (TDG) identified an opportunity to provide good practice guidance on how
institutions can extract more value from their TRAC data in the form of benchmarking.
Through the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) and the Higher Education Data and
Information Improvement Project (HEDIIP) there are proposed changes to the collection of data,
which in turn should lead to further improvements in the capability and maturity of institutions’
approach to data. A key aim of these developments is the principle of ‘collect once use many times’
to reduce the burden of data collection on institutions. It is timely that alongside these
developments, consideration is given to how greater benefit can be obtained from the data that is
used in and information that is produced from the Transparent Approach to Costing (TRAC) process.
The purpose of this guide is to provide examples and ideas on how better use can be made of the
TRAC data and the data that is used in the TRAC process. The guide could be of interest to higher
education (HE) planners, Finance staff and TRAC Practitioners and further detail about the parts of
the guide that are to be of most interest for these audiences is provided later in this executive
summary.
The guide does not constitute TRAC requirements, but it serves as reference material that can
increase the value that senior colleagues obtain from the TRAC process to support them in managing
their institutions.

1.2 – Summary of the study
The themes considered within this guide take the existing TRAC data as a starting point and explore
how this can be better utilised. Formed by a number of representatives from institutions (detailed
on page 11 of the report), the working group was clear that the work should not lead to significant
additional data collection being necessary unless the benefit of such collection was justified. The
options summarised below are optional and not mandated for institutions.
The study has identified three sets of opportunities. One that provides additional and improved
benchmarking that can be taken forward on an optional basis. The second that will provide helpful
additional benchmarking, but which requires wider consultation and approval prior to
implementation. A third is a set of recommendations for TDG and funders to consider as part of its
future work programme.
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The guide will be useful for multiple audiences as follows:


for Senior Managers – the additional benchmarking will provide additional insights on the
performance of academic departments and the institution as a whole and decisions about
strategic investment. This can lead to sharing of good practice and addressing areas of
underperformance



for HE Planners – the benchmarking can inform recommendations around strategic
investment and prioritisation of research and teaching activities



for Heads of Research – the information can illuminate relative research intensity and the
financial returns from the current portfolio of research funders



for TRAC Teams – the information will provide more granular data that can be used to
assess the reasonableness of the TRAC model and the results it generates.

1.2.1 – Improvements to benchmarking that were implemented for 2014-15
The project group included representatives from the Analytical Services Directorate at HEFCE who
have responsibility for the TRAC templates, analysis of the results and production of the TRAC
benchmarking. This was very useful and enabled a number of opportunities identified by the group
to be implemented in the most recent benchmarking returns. These are summarised in the table
below:
Opportunity
Improved visualisation of the benchmarking data
(Chapter 4) – The group identified that the basic
presentation of the current benchmarking is a
barrier to engagement with the messages that the
results are providing. Options were identified for
presenting the same data, but through graphs and
charts, such that an institution’s position relative to
others can be more clearly identified along with
trends. These proposals have been embraced in the
2014-15 TRAC benchmarking and further
visualisations in the TRAC benchmarking will be
developed in the next two collections.
Providing the TRAC(T) benchmarking in an
alternative format (Chapter 9) – The group
identified that changing the format of how the
benchmarking data is provided could provide
benefits to institutions.
An ‘unlocked’ benchmarking sheet has already been
provided to institutions as part of the 2014-15 TRAC
benchmarking along with providing the data for all
peer groups in a single file. The group has further
proposed that a “CSV version” of the benchmarking
be provided in the future.
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Benefit
The performance of the institution in
respect of cost recoveries against key
activities (Teaching, Research, Other) can
be more readily identified. This better
positions teams to understand the causes
and contributory factors of this
performance and where necessary agree
improvement actions.

This will improve the level of insight and
interpretation of an institution’s TRAC(T)
results. It will also reduce the effort and
risk of error where institutions currently
create their own hybrid of the
benchmarking information that is currently
produced.

A summary of the further proposals is provided below:

1.2.2 – Planned improvements to benchmarking that will be implemented for 2015-16
and 2016-17
Opportunity
Develop more relevant benchmarking groups
(Chapter 6) – The group identified that the greatest
benefit could be derived from benchmarking where
institutions can have self-selecting benchmarking
groups. However, due to issues around competition
law and the commercial sensitivity of the TRAC data,
allowing self-selection of benchmarking groups is
not appropriate. Therefore a solution has been
identified whereby additional benchmarking groups
can be created by HEFCE as part of the current
benchmarking outputs and institutions can view the
benchmarks for these groups.
Compiling PGR costs – (Chapter 8) – The group
agreed that existing arrangements are not ideal, and
a ‘quick win’ would be to split the benchmarking
data to separately identify results for institutions
that report that they do, or do not, re-allocate
income and costs to the PGR activity.

Benefit
Comparisons can be made against more
relevant benchmarks. This should provide
a more objective basis for assessing
performance relative to more similar
institutions. This will provide additional
value to institutions from the TRAC data.

The group agreed that separately
identifying results for institutions
allocations of PGR costs would increase
the opportunities for quickly enhancing the
benchmarking data.

The opportunities in the table above have been reviewed by the TRAC oversight groups within
institutions and are considered areas that would add significant value to the analysis they are
currently able to undertake with the existing data. Delegates attending the annual TRAC
Practitioners’ Conference in October 2015 also confirmed that additional benchmarking data across
the themes highlighted was seen as valuable.

1.2.3 – Additional improvements that are identified for further consideration by the
sector
There are a number of proposals identified in this guide that the group have identified for further
improving the benchmarking information from TRAC. However, to optimise the benefit from this
additional benchmarking it would be important to ensure that sufficient numbers of institutions
would be willing to provide data at this level. Therefore, prior to taking forward the implementation
of these proposals, further consultation will be undertaken with the sector through the next TRAC
Practitioners’ conference and through engagement with the HE Strategic Planners Association
(HESPA). Once this exercise is complete the TRAC Development Group will confirm the actions that
are to be progressed and provide a timescale for implementation. The opportunities identified are
set out below:
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Opportunity
Performance indicators (Chapter 5) – The group
identified a useful opportunity for TRAC
benchmarking to present some two dimensional
performance indicators. These could focus on
Research and Teaching and provide indicators
such as estates costs per £ of income generated,
Research income per research FTE etc. In almost
all cases the required data will already be in the
TRAC models at institutional level, so there is
therefore minimal effort required to enable this
benchmarking data to be collected at academic
department level.

Benefit
This will enable benchmarking both externally
against peer institutions and internally
between academic departments. They will
provide the basis for assessing the intensity of
research and teaching performance. They will
also enable a basis for measuring the size of
the cost base relative to the income that it is
generating. Together this information will
complement other analysis to support
institutions in achieving their strategic
priorities and delivering optimal performance.

Analysis of costs of TRAC activities by subject
cluster (Chapter 7) – The group debated the
feasibility and merits of preparing Annual TRAC
data at HESA cost centre level in order to enable
a lower denomination for benchmarking
purposes. Although this provides a common
denomination of analysis across institutions, it is
not commonplace for institutions to have
designed their TRAC models to deliver this. As
such there was concern that there would be
insufficient numbers of institutions returning
data in this way.

Benchmarking of income and research costs
by subject cluster provides new benchmarks
that can better equip institutions to
understand their cost base relative to other
peer institutions. This can identify areas for
further review to understand what is
influencing the cost base. This can identify
good practice that can be shared across other
parts of the University. In addition, action can
be taken to align the cost bases where
necessary.

The group identified alternative ways of analysing
TRAC cost in more detail. This involves analysing
TRAC costs by STEM, Non-Stem and Other areas.
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Refining the analysis of the TRAC
surplus/deficits by Research Sponsor type
(Chapter 8) – To aid teams in using the TRAC data
to further understand and challenge the cost
recoveries that are made on different research
sponsors (types of funder), a method has been
identified for reanalysing the income and costs
that are allocated to the Research Sponsor types
to provide a clearer distinction between the
sponsor types.

Comparison between the different sponsor
types is improved, which can then provide
more valid information from which
institutions can take decisions about the
balance of funders that are sought in their
research strategies.

Timely availability of the TRAC information –
The group agreed that there are often difficulties
in getting engagement around the TRAC data due
to it being produced significantly after the year
end. This is a matter that is being explored in a
separate project that is running adjacent to this
project.1

The group identified that although there are
barriers to overcome in producing the TRAC
data earlier, more timely production of the
TRAC data would enable the benchmarking to
be considered alongside other financial and
planning data.

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/mips/
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1.3 – Using benchmarking effectively
In addition to identifying opportunities for further developing the benchmarking information that is
derived from the TRAC data, the guide also provides guidance on how to get the most from
benchmarking. Chapter 4 provides guidance on:







the conditions needed for effective benchmarking
the key steps required in developing benchmarks
the importance of identifying the benchmark that best meets the intended need
being clear of the limitations of benchmarking
interpretation of the benchmarking results
obtaining feedback on the benchmarking produced as it will evolve over time.

1.4 – Looking forward – future possible opportunities
The institutions that have contributed to this guide are aware that benchmarking can evolve further
as institutions’ needs change and data becomes more readily available. It is inevitable that different
requirements arise across the sector, and that the specific requirements of each institution cannot
be met in one review process.
There are other areas which the group considered for further investigation, development and
clarification, but were felt to be outside the scope of this guide. These are set out below:


Redefinition of the UK sector benchmark peer groups – peer groups were defined for
funders and are used to report to Her Majesty's Treasury (HMT) and government for which
more granular information is not necessary or appropriate.



TRAC(T) – work to reappraise the extent to which the TRAC(T) methodology is aligned with
the current needs of institutions and funders. The group believe that there can be greater
utility in this information and would be supportive of further work in this area.



Competition law - the group has also suggested that it would be beneficial if greater clarity
could be provided on the implications of competition law on benchmarking activities and on
the opportunities to extend benchmarking.

1.5 – Next steps
The opportunities for enhancing the benchmarking data from TRAC are optional for institutions.
However, the improvements outlined in 1.2.1 have already been actioned in the 2014-15 TRAC
submission process and those identified in 1.2.2 above will be reflected in the TRAC benchmarking
during 2015-16 and 2016-17.
The opportunities identified in 1.2.3 will be subject to further consideration by TDG and Funders and
further information and progress on these issues will be communicated in due course.
Institutions should consider the range of additional benefits that they can gain from the increased
range of benchmarks and structure their data collections and TRAC processes to enable the
production of this information.
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2 – INTRODUCTION
2.1 – Background to the project
The Financial Sustainability Strategy Group (FSSG) and TRAC Development Group (TDG) are
committed to improving the use and accessibility of management information. This information and
the associated processes aim to support the long-term performance and financial sustainability of
institutions. This project is part of an ongoing series of ‘Management Information Projects’ which
contribute to achieving this goal.
This second series of MIPs has been produced in response to feedback from the sector. This is one
of three in this second series which also includes projects to explore the costs of postgraduate
taught provision and increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of TRAC processes.
The first series of Management Information Projects (MIPs), carried out in 2009, focussed on how
institutions could gain greater utility from TRAC data and/ or processes in the following areas:





Optimising programme efficiency: Course Costing
Academic and operational efficiencies: Departmental Sustainability
Prioritising and aligning resources to academic strategies: Resource Allocation
Fulfilling student expectations through effective workload planning.

This first series of MIPs was supported by HEFCE’s Leadership, Governance and Management Fund
and is available on the TRAC web pages2.

2.2 – Purpose of this guide and how to use it
This guide brings together the experience of institutions across the higher education sector in using
the current TRAC benchmarking data. It explores ideas for how further benchmarking can be
enabled and the value that can be derived from this.
Whether you are a senior member of staff, part of the team that collects and analyses the annual
TRAC data, responsible for strategy and planning, or are interested in understanding more about the
benefits of benchmarking, this guide should help you to:





appreciate the level and range of data available from the annual TRAC cycle
understand the limitations of the current TRAC benchmarking data
understand the possibilities to use the TRAC data and data contained in the TRAC models
differently to create more useful benchmarking data
be better prepared to implement benchmarking projects across your institution.

Which parts of the guide are relevant for me? - A summary is provided at the beginning of each
Chapter to outline the focus of the chapter, the opportunities identified and an indication of the
audience(s) likely to find the content of most interest. Therefore reading these short summaries is a
great way to determine which chapters are likely to be of greatest interest to you.

2

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/mips/
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2.3 – The HE landscape
There has been significant evolution in the HE sector since the publication in June 2011 of the White
Paper by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) ‘Students at the Heart of the
System’. Increased competition for students has been felt by all institutions in the UK, both in terms
of Home/EU and Overseas recruitment. The publication of the most recent White Paper in 2016
‘Success as a knowledge economy – teaching excellence, social mobility and student choice’ shows
that the pace and scale of change shows no sign of slowing. Proposals within the 2011 White Paper
highlighted the need for improvements to be made to redesign the higher education data and
information landscape to arrive at a system that better meets the needs of its users, reduces existing
duplication and produces data that is more timely and more relevant3.
The messages from the 2011 White Paper have increased the importance of data to institutions,
students, government, funders and other major stakeholders. The result of the changes brought
about by the White Papers is that the sector is facing increased uncertainty and competition across
established income streams. This is requiring new business models, additional divergence in an HEI’s
activities and a much closer focus on operational efficiency and effectiveness.

2.4 – Benchmarking in higher education
There is an enormous amount of benchmarking analysis that has been carried out in HE.
Benchmarking is mainly recognised as being a tool used to understand the comparison of both
financial and non-financial data, through to the more detailed analysis of processes within
institutions. Benchmarking should be viewed as a tool management that can be used to support
strategic decision making. A report on benchmarking in European Higher Education (ESMU 2008)4
underlines the difference between benchmarks and benchmarking:



Benchmarks are purely measurements used for comparison
Benchmarking is the process of finding best practices and of learning from others.

Formal published definitions of benchmarking include:
Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE)
“A process through which practices are analysed to provide a standard measurement
(ʹbenchmarkʹ) of effective performance within an organisation (such as a university). Benchmarks
are also used to compare performance with other organisations and other sectors.”5
European Centre for Strategic Management of Universities (ESMU)
“A process of self‐evaluation and self‐improvement through the systematic and collaborative
comparison of practice and performance with similar organisations in order to identify strengths
and weaknesses, and to learn how to adapt and improve organisational processes.” (ESMU 2008)6

3

www.hediip.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/HEDIIP_Data_Landscape_Report.pdf
benchmarking.hesa.ac.uk/publications/
5
www.hefce.ac.uk/Glossary/#letterB
6
http://lllp.iugaza.edu.ps/Files_Uploads/634956737013680415.pdf
4
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The whole topic of providing more intelligent and detailed benchmarking and the data required to
facilitate this benchmarking across the sector is made more difficult because of the issues around
sensitivity of sharing data that is identifiable by institution and the restrictions under competition
legislation on sharing data which has potential to influence behaviour in the market. This guide has
considered these issues carefully and has identified further opportunities for benchmarking. The
group has also suggested that it would be beneficial if greater clarity could be provided on the
implications of competition law on benchmarking activities and on the opportunities to extend
benchmarking.

2.5 – Approach
To initiate and progress this project TDG invited HEIs to register their interest in the MIPs and the
respondents were put into a working group assigned to this project.
The working group selected from the volunteer institutions ensured that it was sector-led with
support from the TRAC Support Unit. To ensure that a full range of views from the sector were
represented throughout this project, the working group consisted of a range of institutions
representing a broad cross section of the sector. Views from all stakeholders within those
institutions were welcomed and considered, and a full list of the working group can be found in
section 2.8 of this guide.
A series of meetings followed which allowed the benchmarking project working group to discuss
issues and ideas they had linked to the annual TRAC and TRAC(T) benchmarking data. Comprised
mainly of TRAC practitioners, individuals directly involved in assisting in the completion of the annual
TRAC return and representatives from HEFCE, the group shared their experience and that of other
stakeholders within their institutions. This helped to inform and shape the focus of the key themes
you will find within this guide. Having representatives from HEFCE as part of the discussions allowed
the group to test the possibilities of receiving additional benchmarking on the annual datasets
collated and produced annually by HEFCE.

2.6 – About the guide
We have designed this guide to be of interest to anyone involved in overseeing institutional
performance and decision making, from senior managers to heads of academic departments and
members of finance and planning staff.
At the start of each chapter there is a short summary of the main
points covered. This is aimed at senior managers who may wish to
understand the proposed ideas but do not require the detail
relating to the approach.
The chapters within the guide all are designed to reflect themes
that were identified as being opportunities for a greater use of
benchmarking, to enable institutions to access a wider and more
detailed range of data from the TRAC datasets. Each chapter looks
to explain what is proposed, how it would add benefit to the
current benchmarking data available, what is required to analyse
and/or collect the data to achieve these outputs, and where
possible visual representation of what the output could eventually
look like.
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High level chapter
summaries look like this.

Case Studies…
…look like this.

In addition, this guide includes a number of case studies to illustrate the additional
benchmarking that some institutions are using from the published TRAC
benchmarking data, and build on the proposals detailed within each chapter. A
number of ‘top tips’ are also identified throughout the guide.

Top tip
‘Top tips’
look like this.

We hope you find this useful and thought provoking.

2.7 – Structure of this guide
The guide contains the following sections:
1) Executive Summary
2) Introduction
3) Issues affecting data collection and comparison in the sector
4) Using Benchmarking effectively
5) Improving the existing TRAC benchmarking
6) Broader indicators of performance from TRAC
7) Tailoring of Benchmarking groups
8) Improving the analysis of costs in TRAC
9) Enhancing the insights from TRAC
10) Appendices.
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3 – ISSUES AFFECTING DATA COLLECTION AND COMPARISON IN THE
SECTOR

This section looks to summarise current sector issues that could impact upon future data
requirements and collection. In response to the sector’s drive to improve and rationalise the data
landscape, a number of themes are explored to understand the level of potential impact they will
have on data integrity, comparability and standardisation.

3.1 – Alignment of the development of TRAC benchmarking within the
broader data agenda in the sector
Changes in UK HE sector funding following publication of the 2011 White Paper ‘Students at the
Heart of the System’ in England have undoubtedly had a significant influence over the sector.
Increased competition for students has been felt by all institutions in the UK, both in terms of
Home/EU and Overseas recruitment. Together with changes in government funding, this has led
institutions to be more commercial in their outlook and operations, and there is a recognition that as
income and student volumes are more uncertain, the need for different and more granular
information has increased.
The Higher Education Data and Information Improvement Programme (HEDIIP) was established to
be responsible for the redesign of the information landscape. Rationale for the Landscape Project
can be found in ‘A Pathway to Reform’7 report for the Regulatory Partnership Group (RPG) which
identified the following potential benefits from redesigning the landscape:




Reducing duplication and increasing efficiency
Improving data quality
Increased accessibility and opportunities for reuse.

By working towards raising these standards, it should help to create greater opportunities for
institutions to analyse and improve their own performance, improve the confidence of users in the
data and the confidence to inform the decision making process, and to enhance the overall
reputation of higher education.
HESA now has a ‘Data Futures’ programme8 that is seeking to implement a substantial part of the
new data landscape. This work is complemented by other HEDIIP projects that are addressing data
capability within institutions, a new data language for the sector and a new subject coding structure.
This is seeking to achieve a number of objectives, but amongst these is the move to more regular
in-year data collections.

7

https://landscape.hesa.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/IRPG_PrjB_Final_Report.pdf

8

www.hesa.ac.uk/datafutures
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3.2 – The impact of these changes on TRAC
It is clear amongst HE providers that the value and benefit of high quality, accurate data that can be
relied upon is valued more now than ever before. This in itself creates a willingness for the
not-for-profit sector to search for additional ways to improve the data being reported and maximise
the benefit that is derived from it.
Exploiting opportunities to collect additional, more detailed data during the completion of existing
mandatory returns such as the Annual TRAC return, can support the information needs of
institutions to a greater extent. Using existing data, rather than creating new data returns is also
part of the increased focus on reducing burden and building stronger validation processes. ‘Collect
once, use many times’ is a principle of the HEDIIP Data Landscape for the sector.
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4 – USING BENCHMARKING EFFECTIVELY

Benchmarking is a useful process to support performance measurement and an indicator for
performance improvement or good practice. Undertaken properly, it can help an institution to
understand and measure the efficiency and effectiveness of its processes.
Effective benchmarking requires a range of key measures to ensure that a thorough analysis of all
the factors impacting on the results have been considered. A benchmarking project with established
objectives and a defined comparator group may follow a fairly simple set of metrics. With such a
diverse and complex sector however, it is still important to employ some form of process to qualify
any results and ensure that they are interpreted correctly.
Within this section, consideration will be given to the types of measures and indicators that can be
used, interpretation of the outputs recognising any assumptions, and limitations and the impact of
this information on the subsequent users within the institution. This aims to assist institutions with
using the additional benchmarking created by this guide.
This section is relevant for all audiences.

4.1 – Pre requisites for reliable benchmarking
When developing an approach to benchmarking, institutions need to have a clear understanding of
what they want it to achieve. To be of most value, any benchmarking exercise should have clearly
defined objectives at the start. Depending on the size, scale, or reasons for undertaking such an
exercise, consideration should be given to aligning any objectives with the overall strategic aims of
the institution.
To develop benchmarking and to get the most from it within your institution, it is important that you
understand what you want to achieve from it. The benchmarking report in European universities
(ESMU 2008)9 identifies a number of benefits that institutions can get from benchmarking:












9

Measurement and comparison of performance with the competition
Self‐assessment of performance in selected areas
Support for strategy formulation and implementation
Strengthening institutional identity
Obtaining data for decision making
Better understanding of processes
The setting of targets for improvement
The sharing of good practice and enhancement of learning from others on how to improve
Responding to national and international performance standards
Demonstrating accountability to stakeholders
Setting new standards for the sector.

www.che.de/downloads/Handbook_Benchmarking_EBI_II.pdf
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There are a number of key drivers making institutions consider greater use of benchmarking:


a greater pressure on the need for institutions to understand and demonstrate
efficiencies in their operations in an ever changing environment



tensions between cost and quality in providing a high level service in an increasingly
competitive marketplace



the need to enable re-investment and the pace of change linked to student and market
needs makes measuring what your competitors are doing increasingly important against
your own performance.

Identifying institutions that are high performing can be considered as examples of good practice.
Benchmarking can allow your institution to provide assurance to stakeholders that its strategy or
plans are on track, are objective and realistic. It can also assist in helping your institution to set more
realistic targets against a specific set of performance indicators, or it can be used to confirm or
establish the relative position of your institution compared to a peer group or direct competitors on
one or a number of characteristics or industry accepted measures.
It is very important that institutions understand and recognise the process they will follow, often
determined by the size, importance or level of sensitivity of the data or analysis involved, which
should help to define the result they want to achieve. There are a number of key attributes that
make up the concept of a successful benchmarking project as outlined in the diagram below:

Data

Process

Output data

Visualisation

In most cases there is likely to be some data that needs to be collected, analysed tested and
understood. Having the appropriate resource and skillsets in place to do this is very important as
this phase forms the basis on which any outputs inform possible fundamental changes to systems,
structures, cost base or strategy, amongst others.
An understanding of the process, timescales, reasons and intended outcomes of the project itself is
very important for all those engaged in it. Not all projects will produce a positive judgement on an
institutions current level of activity or cost base of that activity for example, and often the reason
for benchmarking is to inform you of what you currently believe to be the case. However, a clearly
defined business case within a set of parameters is important to produce the outcome, whether
this actually proves to be the expected or desired final position.
Once the data has been logged and reviewed as per the process identified, there needs to be a
clear purpose attached to the output data.


who will this be released to?



how will it be communicated and when?



will it potentially lead to a change in process, structure, financial targets or measures?



who in the institution is going to lead on this?



will it fall to a group responsible for strategy, or will the faculties or schools have to
implement the change internally?
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Any momentum or insight gained from the benchmarking work could very easily be damaged or
lost completely if the recipients of the data/potential change do not understand it, see the bigger
picture, or have the resources and capability to follow this through.
The institution should already know what it intends to do in broad terms once the results of the
work have been analysed and written up. Minor changes may occur depending on the size and
timescales of the project, but the visualisation of what could be achieved should be clear within the
process guidelines drawn up before the project started. If the result identifies something
interesting that warrants further investigation, or it is thought that the broad scope of this project
could be rolled out into another area, then the project should be ‘re-set’ and the same steps
followed again from the start.

4.2 – Developing appropriate outputs
Once an institution is content that appropriate measures and objectives have been set, and where
necessary or relevant depending on the benchmarking project terms a comparator group has been
identified and agreed upon, using the right performance indicator or a mix of indicators is very
important.10
Often a benchmarking project will comprise of a simple set of metrics which are intended to be
directly compared against. Although this can provide an institution with a number of useful
comparisons, the Jisc paper on benchmarking (Nov 2008) suggests that no matter how sophisticated
the work done is using these metrics, it can only identify and highlight performance gaps. It goes on
to suggest that in order to understand these gaps and be able to address them, further techniques
such as diagnostic and process benchmarking are required.
Diagnostic benchmarking has a number of benefits in that it recognises the need to use individuals
who are knowledgeable in the required areas to use their own insights to interpret and understand
the results borne out by the metrics used, and will likely involve the use of qualitative data. This
combination is often seen as providing a good level of overall insight within a relatively low cost base
in terms of resource. Diagnostic benchmarking resembles a lot of similarities with the themes
identified in the main body of this guide, as the working group considered and described the types of
data capture against a series of metrics that they could provide added insight into within their
institutions.
Process benchmarking requires a greater commitment in terms of resources as it is collaborative in
nature. A well-managed diagnostic benchmarking stage can provide a sharp focus for external
benchmarking with willing partners. This approach is also common within the sector for mutual
benefit, although the extent of data sharing can be impacted on by institutions not wanting to share
commercially sensitive information and by the issue of competition legislation.

4.3 – Interpreting benchmarking information effectively
Institutions should be mindful when interpreting benchmarking information of what it is telling
them. In particular, a benchmarking result alone does not tell the full story. Evaluating the results of

10

www.jisc.ac.uk/full-guide/benchmarking
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a benchmarking project requires a stage of sense-checking of the results set against the context of
the original strategic objectives the project.
A common misconception is that benchmarking provides answers to problems and it can be the
case that there is often disappointment with the outcome of benchmarking. By its nature,
benchmarking provides valuable insights about the performance or position relative to others. To
get the answers and obtain insights from benchmarking there needs to be supplementary review
and investigation to understand how other organisations in the peer groups have delivered their
level of performance relative to your organisation.
Depending on the desired outcome, benchmarking requires an institution to ensure a mixture of the
following factors are in place:








Commitment by senior leadership or senior stakeholders
A clear understanding of the process and/or measures to be applied
Appropriate internal data to support the process
An understanding of the data and what it is telling you
An appropriate set of comparators, and/or reliance on a strong peer group
Sufficient time and resources to fully support the process
A willingness to embrace ongoing improvement and strive to improve performance.

4.4 – Being clear about assumptions and limitations
We discuss in this guide how some assumptions may need to be made
in developing and implementing benchmarking. It is very important
that everyone involved in the project understands the areas or specific
metrics that contain assumptions or may be limited by some known or
unknown factor.
As a project develops through the various stages, any new discoveries
that may limit the accuracy of desired outputs should be clearly
communicated and recorded so that informed judgements can be
made when analysing and interpreting the results at the end of the
project.

Top tip
Communicating the
results of a
benchmarking project
to the right people in
the institution is vital if
any changes are to
have the desired
effect.

4.5 – Considering the needs of users of the information
In addition to determining how best to select and use benchmarks, institutions will need to consider
how best to communicate this information to those who should use it.
It is important to recognise that some of the users of the information may not have had any previous
interaction with the project objectives, or be familiar with any over-arching strategy. A specific team
or unit within an institution may well have managed the project from start to finish, and although
there may have been some communication with senior managers across the wider institution as to
the background, expected outcomes, and proposed implementation of outcomes into current
structures and processes, it is unlikely that in all cases some users will have been provided with the
full picture. It is imperative therefore, that effective presentation of benchmarking data results is
accessible to those who need it and understood in terms of the messages that are to be applied.
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When delivering the messages and instructions, the JISC guide to benchmarking (Nov 2012)11
suggests that presentations should reflect:




the audience, their expectations and level of technical knowledge
the objectives of the presentation (to inform or prompt action)
any caveats that have been or must be considered when interpreting the
data.

Top tip
Present results in
their full context.

4.6 – Seeking feedback on how information is used
Having prepared and presented benchmark data, it is also useful to seek feedback on whether and
how it is being used across the institution. This will allow you to improve the approach over time and
to make it more responsive to users’ needs. Considering the needs of the users of the information is
clearly identified in the model below.
Figure 1: A feedback loop to incorporate into your benchmarking approach

Collect data

Prepare
benchmark
information

Process data

Disseminate
benchmarking

Seek and
respond to
feedback

11

www.jisc.ac.uk/full-guide/benchmarking
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5 – IMPROVING THE EXISTING ANNUAL TRAC AND TRAC(T)
BENCHMARKING

This section outlines the current benchmarking data that is provided to HEIs and identifies
improvements to the formatting, layout and presentation of the existing reports before they are
released to the sector. A key suggestion includes improving the visualisation of the data and
including more time series information. HEFCE has begun to embrace this suggestion and graphical
illustrations of the TRAC data have been built into the 2014-15 TRAC benchmarking.
The content of this chapter is relevant for HE Planning teams, TRAC and Finance Teams and TRAC
Oversight Groups.

5.1 – Current provision of benchmarking reports
All UK HE institutions are required to compile TRAC return data, in
accordance with the detailed TRAC guidance. The returns are
periodically reviewed by institutions’ internal or external auditor
as part of the governance and quality assurance arrangements for
TRAC, and this provides assurance that all institutions are
reporting data on a consistent basis. This creates a strong starting
point for benchmarking because it minimises the risk of unreliable
data.
HEIs submit TRAC and TRAC(T) data returns to HEFCE annually.
HEFCE collects this information on behalf of UK funding bodies
and RCUK. It uses the data to create annual benchmarking
reports, accessible to UK HEIs via the HEFCE extranet. The
benchmarking data is available for the 2006-07 financial year onwards.

Top tip
Look at what
benchmarking data tells
you and decide what
messages you want to get
across – you need to
narrow it down to what is
really key for your HEI, or
the issue under review.

The benchmarking reports are typically issued in early April, after data verification by HEFCE and the
other UK funding bodies. The reports show the data for an institution compared with the average
and quartiles for each of the TRAC peer groups and the averages and quartiles for the sector as a
whole. The reports cover a range of data from the returns.
Benchmarking at an institutional level can provide an indication of how performance compares
relative to other peers. Further analysis and investigation is then required to fully understand the
reasons for the differences. This can lead to the identification of opportunities for improvement.
Section 4 in this guide explores the use of benchmarking data in more detail.
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5.2 – Enhancing utility for internal use
The group agreed that there is useful information contained within the reports already, but that this
could be better illustrated and be more accessible. The following improvements have been identified
are explained in more detail below:




Tailoring the benchmarking data to its different audiences
Including several years benchmarking data to enable time series analysis
Improving the visualisation of the benchmarking data.

Targeted presentation of benchmarking reports
The annual HEFCE benchmarking reports produced from the TRAC data
submitted have two main audiences:




Senior managers and steering group members – who require an
overview of how the institution’s performance compares with its
peers and high level assurance that the institution’s TRAC model is
broadly in line with its peers
TRAC practitioners – who will use the more detailed information to
interrogate their results and identify possible issues or provide
explanations for variations within the data.

Top tip
Think how this data can
be blended with
messages from the
financial Statements
and HESA outputs for a
joined up approach to
benchmarking.

The data needs to be presented in a structure that reflects the needs of
these different audiences.

Time series data benchmarking
Time series data enables the current year data to be compared with data for a number of previous
years. This enables the current year’s results to be viewed in context and helps institutions to
understand how their performance is changing over time.
The existing benchmarking reports are presented in a fixed format and cover one year only.
Common practise amongst TRAC practitioners is to take the latest data provided in the
benchmarking reports and add this to previous year’s data, meaning that trends and variances
between years for both the HEI and the Peer group/Sector can be identified and highlighted more
easily. This process provides significant value from the benchmarking data and makes it much easier
to detect anomalies in an institutions own data.
To avoid each HEI manually adding previous year data to the dataset, the benchmarking reports are
now provided in an unprotected format to increase efficiency. Due to the adoption of FRS102 in
2015-16 only two years’ data will be available in the time series, (subject to institutions providing
restated 2014-15 results), but thereafter the last three years history (for both HEI and Peer
Group/Sector) will be included in the benchmarking information provided. This applies to both TRAC
and TRAC(T) benchmarking data tables.
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Visualisation of benchmarking
Displaying visual charts and images can make data easier to understand and enable a wider audience
to engage with it. Most TRAC practitioners find that presenting data in these formats increases the
level of engagement and interest from senior managers. Therefore the group was keen to see the
benchmarking outputs enhanced by including more graphical illustrations of the results.
The charts displayed over the following pages provide some real examples of how TRAC data can be
presented graphically. The UK sector benchmarking report for 2014-15 included some of these
charts already and further development of improving the visualisation of the benchmarking will be
kept under review.

Figure 2: Analysis of costs by activity, illustrated as percentages of total cost
Costs by activity as % of total cost
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Figure 3: Illustration of fEC of TRAC activities as a percentage of total costs
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Figure 4: Analysis of the recovery of fEC by research sponsor type compared with sector
performance

Recovery of full economic costs (%) by sponsor 2013-14
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Figure 5: Analysis of research indirect charge out rates compared to sector levels
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Figure 6: Trend analysis of total charge out rates compared to sector performance
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In the medium term, it would be ideal if institutions could each select the categories, history length
and the peer groups they wish to be included and for an interactive tool to generate graphical
outputs.
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Format of the benchmarking output
For TRAC practitioners, the most important improvement to the format of the benchmarking data
currently received would be for the data to be in a format that can be used to provide more analysis.
Data needs to be extracted manually from the tables into institutions’ own formats, or presented in
the format in which it is received.
HEFCE has been able to embrace this recommendation already and the 2014-15 benchmarking
reports have been provided in an unprotected format which allows institutions to add their own
highlighting or calculations to the reports. It has also been agreed that for the 2015-16 reporting
period, consideration will be given to the file format of the data output in the benchmarking report.
In addition to the Excel file format, the data will also be provided in a CSV file format. This would
allow HEIs to import the data into their own systems and produce their own reports alongside other
data if they wanted to. Providing the data through an interactive web-based tool is also being
researched.

5.3 – Next steps
In undertaking the project HEFCE have been consulted in their capacity as being responsible for the
collation and production of the TRAC benchmarking. From this we can confirm that in addition to
the improvements already implemented in the 2014-15 benchmarking reports, agreement has been
reached that the following improvements will be introduced for the benchmarking on the 2015-16
TRAC data:




Additional graphical presentation of the TRAC benchmarking will be provided
Benchmarks for a greater number of years will be included from 2016-17 (allowing time for
the time series to evolve under the new FRS102 reporting). In 2015-16 two years’ data will
be shown assuming that institutions provide restated data for 2014-15
Data will be provided in additional formats to enable easier use by institutions.

This section has considered how the existing TRAC benchmarking can be made more useful without
amending the data that is captured. In the remaining Chapters additional benchmarks are explored
to complement the existing benchmarking data.
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6 – BROADER INDICATORS OF PERFORMANCE FROM TRAC

TRAC data is a rich source of management information in higher education. Fully utilising TRAC data
and / or combining TRAC data with metrics from other statutory returns can provide useful insight
into how income and costs are distributed across the institution and where resources might be under
or over utilised, or indeed where there is scope for enhanced performance.
This chapter explores some of the additional metrics that could be considered and how they might
direct strategic conversation at your institution.
It should however be noted that TRAC as the source data only becomes useful when the
benchmarking comparatives are available. Extending the data available from the TRAC and TRAC(T)
returns means that more detailed benchmarking on previously unavailable metrics would then be
available to inform decisions and potentially provide further insight.
The content of this chapter is relevant for HE Planning teams, Finance Directors, Research Offices, TRAC
and Finance Teams and TRAC Oversight Groups.

6.1 – Developing performance indicator benchmarking from the TRAC data
Currently the TRAC benchmarking is one dimensional and does not
provide any benchmarks that measure costs set against another
variable. The value of benchmarking is increased where it provides
performance indicators. In the current, more competitive
environment, this can be very useful information as it helps inform
strategies and approaches for improving and rewarding performance.
An example of this would be research income per research FTE.
Although institutions may already have this analysis in a different
report, benchmarking this at an institutional level would allow HEIs to
understand how effective they are at generating research income
relative to the volume of staff engaged on the HEI’s research agenda.
The TRAC benchmarking enables the financial performance to be
illustrated alongside metrics like this.

Top tip
The key thing to
remember is to think
like a member of senior
management and
always answer the
question “would this
impact the strategy of
my institution”

This data alone can leave institutions requiring more internal insights into the drivers of their
performance. However, the availability of the data means that the analysis can be undertaken at
lower levels or categories of activity. If analysis of research income per FTE were further split out by
source of funding, an institution would be in a position to consider their strategy for targeting bids to
inform a strategic decision, e.g. to aim for a similar split to their benchmark institutions, or to set a
strategy or institutional target based on the profile of a more aspirational peer group.
Further analysis of the research staff mix to understand how much income is being generated by
research ‘stars’ in the faculty and early career researchers can help HEIs in succession planning,
ensuring that early career staff who are not yet winning bids can be mentored for example. It is
acknowledged that achieving this level of granularity would require further information gathering
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outside of the existing TRAC and HESA return processes, but in assessing the value of these indicators
being captured in the TRAC process, it is important to appreciate that this drill down is possible.
Analysing research staff and income data by research sponsor type allows HEIs to understand their
risks and vulnerabilities:



If more granular data is available on the subject areas that are winning research income from
different sponsors HEIs can take steps to mitigate against over-dependence on one or two
sponsor types
If peer group benchmarking of this data were available, HEIs would have more insight into the
‘typical’ research sponsor income spread for similar institutions and be able to decide whether
their research strategy is optimal for them.

Benchmarking cost recovery by research sponsor type also allows institutions to critically review their
research strategies. Whilst cross subsidising research in high impact areas may be desirable on an
academic or reputational level, using the data available in TRAC allows institutions to understand how
much research activity is generating income, where that activity is and, if time series data is available,
to consider the trends.
In terms of teaching, different subjects consume different levels of resource and staff time, but in
many cases the level of income per student is fixed. Therefore financial recoveries per student will
vary, but consideration of these results will enable users of the information to address whether
variances and fluctuations in surplus/deficits are as expected or whether further review is necessary.

6.2 – Other income and cost metrics
Using data collected within the TRAC return, there are a number of other metrics linked to research
that if measured or analysed could be considered to be useful Performance Indicators (PIs) to add
value to strategic conversations within departments and at a wider institution level.
Some examples of research metrics that should be considered are:









Teaching or Research income per teaching or research FTE – Institution and academic unit
level
Teaching or Research cost per £s of teaching or research income – Institution and academic
unit level
Research bids per research FTE – Institution and academic level
Postgraduate Research (PGR) income per PGR FTE
Research facility utilisation
Teaching or Research estates costs per £ of teaching or research income
Teaching or Research indirect costs per £ of teaching or research income
Research FTE population by Academic, Research Assistant (RA) and PGR.

These metrics were modelled by members of the group who found that these was not difficult or
onerous to calculate as information is held in their TRAC models. If the TRAC model is split out at
department level or academic unit level, then the analysis could be extended to include the same
analysis by subject cluster relatively easily. The metrics listed could be used across the various
sources of research funding.
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It was recognised that not all institutions will hold their data split out to departmental level.
However, the group anticipated that using TRAC and other data sources to begin to unpick research
income and cost using the ratios listed should justify the effort required to produce the analysis.

6.3 – Combining data from different sources
Combining data from the HESA student return with TRAC data can allow HEIs
to assess how changes to strategic direction have changed the cost profiles.
An example of this would be comparing trends in the proportion of EU and/or
Overseas students or the balance of undergraduate / postgraduate students
with the changes in the costs of teaching in different subject areas. Are the
changes as expected and are analogous subject areas costing more or less to
teach? This is analysis which individual institutions can do for themselves, but
it is not possible to determine whether the institution’s own movements are in
line with the sector or peer group movements. Access to such analysis may
guide future strategic decisions or provide greater information on the potential
impact of decisions being made at that time.

Top tip
Consider combining
other sources of
data to enrich the
insights provided by
the TRAC data.

6.4 – Benefits of analysing TRAC data alongside other data sources
There are a number of benefits institutions can realise from analysing data across both TRAC and
other statutory and non-statutory data returns. Using a range of metrics similar to those listed can
provide an institution with valuable indicators about its internal departmental and overall
performance. In turn this information can inform future decisions around the allocation of resource
relative to institutional priorities.
If these results are benchmarked, it could stimulate a number of strategic discussions, considering
whether the institution might want to continue to target the same levels of research grants from
certain sources, or continue research in specific academic areas where it is considered economically
unviable due to low recoveries.
Understanding how the different academic areas perform in terms of the value of its teaching or
research income per teaching/research FTE could help an institution develop and monitor intelligent
key performance indicators, and investigate where necessary performance, knowledge or resource
issues that may be affecting the value of a particular output.
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6.5 – Key questions to consider
The institutions contributing to this guide have found that their chosen approaches to
benchmarking, and the effectiveness of the approaches that they have adopted, have been
influenced by a number of factors, such as:


Does the analysis and benchmarking you already undertake reflect the full costs (i.e.
inclusive of overhead and estates costs and economic cost adjustments) of all resources
consumed by those activities?



What gaps do you have in your existing benchmarking data and why?



What would you like benchmarking to achieve and how will the information be used?



What data do you already hold to support the benchmarking you would like to undertake?



How could you make better use of TRAC data and other financial and non-financial data to
produce more meaningful metrics?

From considering the points above, it should help determine which of the benchmarking
opportunities identified in this guide, should usefully be pursued by the institution.
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7 – TAILORING OF BENCHMARKING GROUPS

This chapter explores how greater benefit can be obtained from the TRAC data by increasing the
groups of institutions for which benchmark data is produced. The strategic goals of an institution will
have a direct bearing on which data would be of interest to them from a benchmarking perspective.
The current peer groups offer current analysis and comparison of cost recovery across the sector, but
the value of benchmarking could be increased by tailoring the benchmarking groups further.
Proposals are made for providing a wider range of criteria for the benchmark groups. HEFCE will
then provide data for these benchmark groups and institutions can determine which groups it wishes
to measure itself against.
It is important to recognise that one of the reasons for providing benchmarking data at a group or
institution level is to ensure that the anonymity and confidentiality of an HEI is not compromised.
The content of this chapter is relevant for HE Planning teams, TRAC and Finance Teams and TRAC
Oversight Groups.

7.1 – Existing benchmarking groups
A key criteria for gaining benefit from benchmarking is that it compares an institution’s performance
against other similar, relevant or aspirational institutions. The aim of the TRAC peer benchmarking
groups is to provide a simple comparison between similar HEIs based purely on research income
volumes. A complete list of institutions within each of the peer groups can found on the TRAC
Guidance web site12.
The criteria for the current peer groups are:







Peer group A: Institutions with a medical school and research income* of 20% or more of
total income
Peer group B: All other institutions with research income of 15% or more of total income
Peer groups C: Institutions with a research income of between 5% and 15% of total income
Peer group D: Institutions with a research income of less than 5% of total income and total
income greater than £150M
Peer group E: Institutions with a research income of less than 5% of total income and total
income less than or equal to £150M
Peer group F: Specialist music/arts teaching institutions.

*Research income is defined as funding council recurrent research grant plus the total research
grants and contracts returned in the HESA Financial Statistics Return (FSR).
The groups above range in size from 15 to 42 institutions. The composition of these groups means
institutions within the groups can have some diverse characteristics in terms of academic portfolio
12

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/trac/
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and mission. It is a common frustration for institutions that when reviewing the annual TRAC
benchmarking data, it does not permit institutions to isolate results for institutions with
characteristics that are close to their own. The arrangements for teaching and research funding
across the UK HE sector can also affect the usefulness of the benchmarking data within UK-wide
peer groups.
Whilst acknowledging that the current groups would need to be maintained for sector analysis
purposes by funders and government, it was identified that having a larger range of benchmarking
groups with different characteristics would enable greater benefit to be obtained from the TRAC
benchmark data.

7.2 – The impact of competition legislation on TRAC benchmarking
The HE sector is continuing to become more marketised and in this environment information
concerning the cost of an institution’s activities can be commercially sensitive. Data is deemed
commercially sensitive where the release of such data could influence or distort market behaviour.
In the UK Competition Legislation13 exists to mitigate this risk.
Some overseas private education providers, along with UK-based HE providers and other HEIs could
gain significant competitive advantage from accessing the TRAC data at an institution level. This in
turn could result in HEIs being at a disadvantage to both these sector competitors. It is also the case
that currently TRAC data is not provided by all HE Providers.
A review of TRAC in 2012, commissioned by HEFCE in response to the 2011 HE White Paper
‘Students at the heart of the system’, consulted with the sector on streamlining requirements and
increasing transparency of TRAC, and asked institutions to consider whether TRAC and TRAC(T) data
should be published on a named institution basis. Reference to the consultation can be found here:
www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2012/201228/

The result of this consultation found that the majority of HEIs considered cost data to be pricesensitive information, and considered that releasing it could influence behaviours in the market. The
TRAC review group which carried out the review therefore recommended to HEFCE to continue with
its current commitment to publish TRAC data at sector and peer group level only and not to publish
individual TRAC and TRAC(T) data.
Outcomes from the consultation were published here: www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/year/2013/201309/
Any further proposal to publish TRAC data at institutional level would require HEFCE to reconsider
this in the context of latest advice on interpretation of competition law and undertake another full
consultation of the wider sector.
At the TRAC Practitioners’ Conference 2015 hosted by the TRAC Development Group (TDG),
presentations to delegates highlighted early thinking around the topic of benchmarking, and the
themes considered within this guide. Delegate feedback on the idea of the institutional level data
being made available to all institutions produced largely the same response as the outcomes of the
HEFCE consultation referred to above suggesting that the views of the sector has not changed on
this matter.

13

Competition Act 1998 and Enterprise Act 2002
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There was, however, significant interest and debate around the idea of creating additional
benchmarking groups with anonymised datasets that institutions are able to select e.g. the result
could be groupings of institutions based on defined parameters that allows more meaningful
benchmarks. This idea is explored further in section 7.3.

7.3 – Developing benchmarking groups to increase the relevance and
benefit of the benchmarking
There is a view within the sector that peer groups A and B do not provide sufficient granularity of the
sector benchmarking data due to number of institutions and/or mix of HEIs within these
benchmarking groups. Increasing the number of benchmarking groups by using a number of
different criteria to define the benchmarking groups could enable the results of the benchmarking to
become more relevant and useful to more of the institutions.
Discussions with HEFCE have taken place to establish whether additional functionality can be built
into the main benchmarking dataset, providing the institutions with options for selecting sub-sets of
sector data not constrained by their current peer groups.
It has been proposed that institutions would have the ability to select a series of pre-determined
criteria that would contain all other anonymised institutions data that meets the selection criteria.
This would then return a series of benchmarks against which the institution could directly
benchmark their own data. A number of safety measures would need to be built into this process to
ensure that the data would remain anonymised and there would be a minimum number of
institutions making up the comparison figure so it would not be possible to isolate one set of
numbers to potentially identify an institution from them. To further protect anonymity, there would
be a limit to the number of sub groups that could be selected from the main dataset. Further, the
selection criteria would need to be defined to contain at least a minimum of number of institutions
(thought to be a minimum of five institutions) in order for benchmark data to be made available.
HEFCE would continue to produce the benchmarking data for the standard peer groups, but these
would be supplemented by a matrix of additional benchmarking groups.

7.3.1 – Potential additional benchmarking groups
Consideration was given to types of criteria for additional benchmarking groups that could be of use
to institutions. It is important that the minimum number of institutions required in a group is
achieved and that the number of additional groups are manageable. If such a facility was integrated
into the current annual TRAC benchmarking data, the number and make-up of the groups would be
reviewed by HEFCE to assess usage over a period of time. Those deemed to be of little use could be
removed and capacity for others of interest/requested could be added.
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Proposed groupings / criteria for the additional benchmarking groups is provided below:
Benchmark group name

Benchmark group criteria

Geographic groups

London based HEIs
Welsh based HEIs
Scottish based HEIs
Regional HEI groups e.g. East Midlands, West Midlands, South
East, South West, North East, and North West.
HEIs with Veterinary Schools
HEIs with Medical Schools
HEIs with more than 30% research income from engineering
HEIs with more than 30% research income from social sciences
and humanities
HEIs with more than 30% research income from agriculture
HEIs with more than 30% teaching income from music/ dance/
drama
HEIs with more than 20% international students
HEIs with more than 20% distance learning students
HEIs with more than 20% PGT students
HEIs with more than 20% part time students
HEIs with PG costs separately allocated
HEIs with over 20% income from research
HEIs with between 15-20% of income from research
Russell Group
Guild HE
Alliance
Million +
HEIs with turnover over £500M
HEIs with turnover between £400-£500M
HEIs with turnover between £200-£400M
HEIs with turnover less than £200M
HEIs with turnover less than £100M

Subject area specialism

Student-type threshold

Income threshold
Mission groups

Total income threshold

It should be noted that these potential criteria have not yet been tested against the actual cohorts
that would be returned to ensure they comply statistically and protect anonymity. A period of
testing would be needed by TDG and the funding councils before any new criteria for benchmarking
groups are agreed.
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8 – IMPROVING THE ANALYSIS OF COSTS WITHIN TRAC

Currently HEIs are only able to benchmark at TRAC activity level (Teaching, Research and Other)
across peer groups. Whilst this allows senior management to understand the performance of their
institution against its peers it does not facilitate internal benchmarking at
School/Faculty/Department level. The group also identified limitations in the utility of the analysis of
income and costs by research sponsor type within the TRAC return for internal purposes due to
definitions of how income and costs are grouped under the different sponsor types.
The proposal is that HEIs be given the option to complete an additional section in the TRAC return,
analysing their institutional income and expenditure into subject clusters (Clinical subjects; STEM
subjects; Non-STEM subjects) and All Other activity to enable benchmarking at a lower level.
Furthermore, this section sets out how income and costs can be further analysed between Research
sponsor types.
This will provide more useful information for informing research strategy and research cost
recoveries. It will also help institutions to answer the question ‘why is our cost recovery for specific
sponsor groups better or worse than our peers?’ The TRAC Development Group will consult more
widely with the sector regarding the inclusion of this additional analysis on an optional basis in the
TRAC returns in future years.
The TRAC Development Group will consider whether to consult with the sector on these proposals for
increasing the level of data that the TRAC return captures, on a voluntary basis, to facilitate this
benchmarking.
The content of this chapter is relevant for HE Planning teams, TRAC and Finance Teams and TRAC
Oversight Groups.

8.1 – Current TRAC benchmarks
Currently HEIs are only able to benchmark at TRAC activity level across peer group level as shown in
Table 1, below. Whilst this assists senior management in understanding how their institution is
performing against its peers at a macro level, it does not help an HEI to understand the performance
of its own business units, e.g. Schools, Faculties or Departments. This is because the cost of teaching
clinical students is different from the cost of teaching science students who require access to
different facilities, and different again from the cost of teaching humanities where larger cohort
sizes may reduce the unit teaching cost. Similarly, the availability of external research funding and
the willingness of sponsors to fund full costs varies by academic subject. Institutions in the group
reported that a number of them disaggregate their TRAC data to provide additional analysis, but that
greater value and insight could be gained by having sector benchmarks at the lower level of
disaggregation. This could also inform efficiency agendas by identifying at a lower level how costs
are consumed relative to the income earned for these activities. Without these suggested
developments the potential for internal benchmarking of business units would be limited.
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Table 1: Example data for 2014-15
£’000

Teaching

Research

Other

Total

Income

120,795

NonPublicly
64,561

TRAC Full Economic Costs

120,795

40,939

264,840

78,816

505,420

Recovery of Full Economic
Costs (income as % of full
economic costs)

100%

157.7%

79.0%

111.7%

95.5%

Publicly Funded

209,224

88,055

482,635

8.2 – Options for benchmarking to a lower level of activity
8.2.1 – Reporting TRAC at HESA cost centre level
A common denominator against which institutions report financial, student and staff data is by the
HESA cost centres. A range of contributors encouraged the adoption of reporting TRAC at HESA Cost
Centre level. The group therefore considered the merits of reporting TRAC at this level.
It is understood that a small number of institutions already collect and analyse TRAC data at HESA
cost centre level, but this is not the norm. The group concluded that although some benefits may be
derived from reporting at this level, the disadvantages outweighed the benefits for a number of
institutions as follows:


it would require a significant investment of time to adapt TRAC models to report at this level



it would still not provide a basis of reporting that matches the organisational structure



having achieved some simplification of the TRAC requirements, this would increase a level of
complexity that would not be beneficial to all institutions



questions around whether sufficient numbers of institutions would report at this level to make
any benchmarks meaningful



the acceptance and engagement with TRAC might reduce, if further complexity is introduced.

There was however agreement that a lower level of reporting on a voluntary basis would be
beneficial. Therefore, the proposal is that HEIs be given the option to complete an additional section
in the TRAC return, analysing their institutional subject costs into “subject clusters” - Clinical; STEM;
Non-STEM. This would allow HEIs to benchmark their Clinical; STEM; Non-STEM activities against the
sector to understand how the institution is performing at that level. The proposed analysis is shown
in Table 2.
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Table 2: Institutional subject costs by subject clusters
£000

Clinical
Income
TRAC Full Economic Costs
Recovery of Full Economic
Costs (income as % of full
economic costs)
STEM
Income
TRAC Full Economic Costs
Recovery of Full Economic
Costs
Non-STEM
Income
TRAC Full Economic Costs
Recovery of Full Economic
Costs
All Other activity
Income
TRAC Full Economic Costs
Recovery of Full Economic
Costs
Total HEI
Income
TRAC Full Economic Costs
Recovery of Full Economic
Costs

Teaching
Non-Publicly
Publicly Funded
Funded

Research

Other

Total

9,701
10,962

1,694
1,971

51,912
67,939

3,193
2,636

66,200
83,508

85.8%

85.9%

76.4%

121.1%

79.3%

67,429
65,209

38,630
22,305

132,912
160,842

5,044
5,437

244,015
253,813

103.4%

173.2%

82.6%

92.4%

96.1%

43,965
44,624

24,237
16,663

24,400
36,059

999
1,398

93,601
98,744

98.5%

145.5%

67.7%

71.5%

94.8%

0
0

0
0

0
0

78,819
69,355

78,819
69,355

113.6%

113.6%

120,795
120,795
100%

64,561
40,939

209,224
264,840

88,055
78,816

482,635
505,420

157.7%

79.0%

111.7%

95.5%

Anonymised data 2013-14

8.2.2 – Why benchmark at subject cluster level?
The group was conscious of the value in this analysis compared with the effort of preparing this data.
The following points were identified.
Institutions want to understand how their own business units (Schools/Faculties/Departments) are
performing relative to other institutions and tend to construct their financial reporting processes,
including TRAC, to readily generate data in that format. All institutions are different and no two have
the same management structure so it would be impossible to benchmark by business unit.
The proposal to benchmark at subject cluster level (Clinical; STEM; Non-STEM) is thus a compromise
between relative ease of calculation and utility but offers additional analysis than is currently
available for benchmarking. However, the validity and relative benefits of this analysis would depend
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on the number of institutions willing to prepare and submit data at this level to enable benchmarks
to be compiled.
The subject cluster analysis proposed would be a first step to using benchmarked TRAC data
internally to assess performance. If HEIs find the data valuable there may be an appetite for further
analysing the TRAC data in the future.
Details of how to calculate TRAC costs at subject cluster level is provided in Appendix D.

8.2.3 – What will this analysis enable me to do?
Analysing an institution’s TRAC data into subject clusters should enable senior management to gain
some insight into how local business units are performing against similar units at peer institutions by
providing data against which to benchmark. This in turn could help inform improvement and
efficiency plans. The analysis will both show how a university is performing by activity and whether
the mix of activity is similar to its peers at this lower level of disaggregation.
Having benchmark data at a more disaggregated level should provide some benefit to the specialist
institutions and those that only map to two or three of these categories.

8.2.4 – Some key questions to consider in respect of analysis at subject cluster level
What data do I require?
As long as your TRAC model can produce TRAC data at business unit level and at the sub-unit level
within that, you should be able to do this analysis. There is no requirement to be able to generate
TRAC data at HESA cost centre level.
Where a department is split over more than one HESA cost centre there is no requirement to recalculate in detail. You can apply standard mapping of the Department onto the HESA cost centres to
the TRAC data available.
How much effort is required to produce this analysis?
You should consider the effort required to produce this analysis against the additional utility and
value that you will gain from the analysis. Are you likely to participate in submission of data for
benchmarking purposes?

Does the analysis reflect understanding of activity within the institution?
The analysis generated should reflect the institution’s understanding of how it operates. Questions
that your institution might ask itself could include the following:

a) Does relative size and percentage of cost recovery on teaching subject clusters seem
reasonable?

b) Does relative cost recovery on research subject clusters seem broadly correct? One might
expect recovery on research to be best for STEM subjects (reflecting potential for Research
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Council and Industrial sponsorship), lower for Clinical and lowest for Non-Stem. However the
relative proportions of Physical Sciences, Engineering and Technology to the Biological
Sciences may impact this assumption.

c) Does the size of ‘All Other activity’ seem reasonable?
d) Is it reasonable for the ‘All Other activity’ category to have teaching or research income and
expenditure? For example if an academic service such as a library undertakes funded
research, this analysis could result in some research activity being included in the ‘All Other
activity’ category unless this research is apportioned across your business units. Your
institution may also take some costs centrally and not allocate these to business units, for
example the cost of bursaries or exchange losses on research grants.

e) How do internal recoveries compare with the institutional strategy and targets?

8.3 – Refining the analysis of income and costs by Research Sponsor type
Within the TRAC return the income and costs associated with Research is analysed between eight
different research sponsor types (sources of funding). This aims to illustrate the extent of cost
recovery by different type of funding.
The categories have been designed to illustrate the surplus/deficits that are generated by different
categories of research sponsor, before the use of QR funding. QR funding forms part of the dual
support funding mechanism and this funding should be used for research that supports the ‘public
good’. This is why in TRAC there is a separate sponsor category for this funding.
However, for certain sponsor types there is a grouping of multiple sources of activity and therefore
the results of the analysis do not provide sufficient clarity to enable credible challenge to the
research activities in those areas. The group identified, as have other interested parties, that this is
a limiting factor for how this information is used.
Figure 7 illustrates the different research sponsor types:
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Figure 7: Existing TRAC research sponsor categories

Sponsored Research

Other Research
activity and funding

Research
Councils

Recurrent
funding from
Funding Councils

Other UK Govt
Departments

Own funded
research

EU(Commission
and Govt bodies)

PGR supervision
(separate
identification of
PGR income and
costs within
research awards
is not
mandatory,
although
recommended)

Charities (UK
based)

Industry (inc nonUK Charities and
oversees (non-EU
Govt bodies)

There are some limitations to using the existing information for internal comparative purposes, as
follows:




the ‘Industry’ sponsor includes a very diverse range of organisations e.g. EU/Oversees
charities, often with varying rates of cost recovery
recurrent funding (e.g. QR funding) is not allocated across sponsor groups, and it could be
argued that this results in an under-statement of the reported cost recovery for some
sponsor groups – for internal analysis and comparison with internal strategies
the extent to which institutions identify the income and costs of PGR activity varies
considerably and so it is difficult to know whether comparisons are on a like-for-like basis.

Refinement of the disaggregation of income and costs between sponsor types can therefore enable
more meaningful benchmarking of research performance. There are many ways in which the
research cost recovery could be further analysed. But here we focus on additional analysis that:




is consistent with the approaches set out in other sections of this guide
is comparable between institutions
involves minimal additional workings beyond those required to produce the TRAC return.
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There are some improvements that will address some of the limitations of the
existing information, whilst satisfying the criteria above:






split by subject cluster (Clinical, STEM, Non-Stem)
split by the components of cost (Direct, Indirect, Estates ,Technicians)
sub-division of the industry category into “industry” and “other”
reallocation of HEFCE recurrent income to relevant sponsor groups
benchmarking of PGR activity based on the response to the question
on the TRAC return about whether the income and costs have been
separately identified.

Top tip
See Appendix B for an
example of how the
additional benchmarking
data collection
proformas could look

The following text explores each of these areas and examines the practical
considerations involved in their implementation.

8.3.1 – Analysis of research costs by subject cluster
The cost recovery on research can vary between subjects, even for the same research sponsor
group. This creates difficulties in interpreting benchmarking results at research sponsor level which
limits the usefulness of the information. If cost recovery in a specific sponsor group deviates
significantly from comparator institutions it is useful to know whether the differences are across the
board or concentrated in specific subject areas. This would help to target action to understand
whether differences result from variations in data recording or activities and performance.
The group concluded that due to the issues outlined in debating the use of subject clusters the split
by subject cluster as described earlier in this chapter is the grouping that offers the best compromise
between level of detail and availability of comparable information. Most institutions should be
readily able to map each of their academic departments to these three categories without requiring
significant additional work.
The group considered that this would achieve a suitable compromise between the amount of work
involved and the benefit of the additional information generated in helping to target further
investigative work within the institution.

8.3.2 – Analysis of research costs by components of cost
We have outlined how undertaking benchmarking of costs at Research Sponsor level only, can limit
the usefulness of the benchmarking. The group reflected that where cost recovery appears out of
line with comparator institutions it would be useful to know whether specific costs are higher or
lower per £ of income. This would help to target action to understand whether differences result
from variations in data recording or activities and performance. To achieve this, a breakdown of
costs by type would be very useful.
The TRAC guidance requires institutions to separately identify Direct, Indirect, Estates and
Technicians costs (types of costs). This information should be readily available at departmental level
and therefore could be aggregated into the subject cluster groupings: Clinical, STEM, Non-Stem,
subjects and ‘All Other activity’.
Figure 8 sets out possible further levels of detail:
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Figure 8: Cost categories – possible further analysis
Tier 1

Tier 2

Direct

•
•
•
•

Academic pay
Other pay
Non-pay
Fellowships/Scholarships (for PGRs)

Indirect

•
•
•
•

Academic support time pay
Other pay
Non-pay
TRAC cost adjustments

Estates

• Estates costs (excluding research facility costs)
• Research facility costs excluded from Estates cost pool in determining rates
TRAC cost adjustments

Technicians

• Directly incurred
• Pool
• Infrastructure

Research costs could be broken down into Direct, Indirect, Estates and Technicians (Tier 1).
Institutions that are able to produce more detail should be able to do so in line with the Tier 2 in the
table above).
This two tier approach will enable institution to generate information at the level that is practical for
them based on their existing TRAC systems, but will require TRAC reporting to be expanded on a
voluntary basis. TDG will consult with the sector on this proposal prior to implementation.

8.3.3 – Sub-division of the ‘Industry’ sponsor category used in TRAC
The existing TRAC ‘Industry’ sponsor category aggregates a wide range of sponsors. It includes UK,
EU and other overseas industry and also other overseas bodies such as charities and non-EU
government bodies. The cost recovery across this wide range of sponsors varies due to differing
award rules. In order to better understand the reasons for a variation compared with peers it would
be useful to be able to analyse the cost recovery at a more detailed level. The HESA sponsor codes
included within the TRAC sponsor group of ‘industry’ are:
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Table 3: Industry sponsor category – HESA codes
HESA
Code

Proposed
Classification

Description

5

UK Industry, Commerce & Public Corporations

Industry

7

EU based Charities - Open competitive

Other

8

EU Industry, Commerce & Public Corporations

Other

9

EU Other

Other

10

Non-EU based Charities - Open competitive

Other

11

Non-EU Industry, Commerce & Public Corporations

Other

12
13

Non-EU Other
Other sources

Other
Other

It is possible that the average cost recovery will be different for each of the HESA sponsor codes.
However, it would not be practical to carry out the analysis at HESA code level because:
 the level of activity for some codes is unlikely to be sufficiently material to justify separately
identifying them
 Institutions will not have time allocation survey or other driver data at this level of detail.
The current TRAC guidance only requires the identification of the aggregated ‘industry’ category.
Earlier TRAC guidance required a more detailed level of analysis, but many institutions, quite
appropriately, stopped collecting information at the more detailed level when the requirement was
removed from the guidance. In particular it is likely that their time allocation surveys no longer
contain more detailed activity categories.
The earlier guidance split ‘industry’ into UK industry (HESA code 5) and all other overseas activity.
Some institutions carry out analysis, including the time allocation survey, on this basis and then
aggregating the output for the TRAC return.
The proposal is that institutions that separately identify UK industry within their TRAC model should
report it separately for benchmarking purposes. For institutions that have ceased identifying UK
industry separately it is unlikely that meaningful analysis can be generated quickly without carrying
out additional data collection.
For institutions that have ceased identifying the cost of UK industry activity separately there are
three options:




Re-start the collection of cost driver data in order to enable the separate allocation of costs
to these contracts. This may involve amending the Time allocation Survey (TAS)
Identify a single proxy measure that can be used to apportion the combined costs
Continue reporting the combined total.

If adopted, the TRAC return will allow institutions to report whichever of the three options they have
followed.
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8.3.4 – Reallocation of Funding Council recurrent research funding
The TRAC return shows the funding council recurrent grant income separately with no associated
costs. This is important for funders in terms of funding policy and the evidence of how dual support
funding is used as it is an institution’s decision as to where QR funding is allocated and no research
sponsor has priority call on dual support funds. It is therefore important that funders and HEIs can
see cost recoveries before internal resource allocations. However, for internal purposes institutions
feel that this grant income should be allocated to relevant sponsor groups to give a better indication
of the overall cost recovery for each sponsor group. This would be consistent with the TRAC
approach of absorbing all costs into specific activities.
The funding council grant tables provide a breakdown of the funding streams and the table below
indicates how these funding streams could be allocated for HEFCE-funded HEIs.
Figure 9: Categorisation of HEFCE recurrent funding
HEFCE recurrent research grant income

TRAC activity

Research Degree
Programme
(RDP)

PGR

Business

UK industry

Charity

UK Charity

Research Councils

Mainstream QR

EU

Institution own funded

Other Government Dept

Other

Overseas
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It is straightforward to map the Research Degree Programme (RDP) funding, charity and business
support elements of QR funding to the relevant TRAC categories. The allocation of mainstream QR
requires further consideration. Some institutions already allocate this income when they present
TRAC data internally. The case study provides an example approach.
This is an approach that the institution finds very helpful in highlighting gaps in cost recovery.
However, it is not the only approach that could be adopted.

Case study
An approach to the allocation of mainstream QR

An approach used by one institution for the allocation of mainstream QR for internal
purposes is as follows:





20% of FEC for Research Councils - to reflect that for this institutions they only
pay around 80% of FEC
20% of FEC for EU – a significant income stream which thus contributes to
amount of mainstream QR earned on which fEC is not paid.
20% of FEC for Other Government Departments (OGD) – although 100% of FEC
should be paid by OGD, this is not always the case and therefore the institution
has determined that a 20% allocation is appropriate.
The remainder is allocated to Institution Own-funded.

Note: The example above does not represent the full range of purposes for which QR
funding is allocated.

8.3.5 – Benchmarking postgraduate research (PGR) activity
The sector reports a very wide variation in cost recovery on PGR activity across the sector as a
whole. The lower quartile cost recovery for 2014-15 was 33% and the upper quartile 61%. The extent
of the variation is such that it probably reflects some real variations in activities and performance
but also variations in data collection arrangements. This limits the value of the benchmarking data.
In order to benchmark the financial impact of PGR activity more effectively, institutions needs to
have a more consistent approach for determining the income and costs.
The TRAC guidance states that ‘the reallocation of income and costs relating to PGR activity away
from the external research sponsor type to the PGR category is not a TRAC requirement, but the
current direction of travel for policy development suggests that this could become mandatory, at
least for research intensive institutions.’
Institutions are required to identify on the TRAC return whether they re-allocate income and costs to
the PGR category. But, because the TRAC guidance does not set out a methodology for identifying
PGR income and costs, it is possible that institutions use varying approaches. This limits the value of
any comparative information.
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The table below sets out the areas of income and costs that may typically be identified as relating to
PGR activity. The TRAC guidance is not prescriptive, so the extent to which these areas are identified
will vary.
Table 4: Income and costs that could be identified with PGR activity
Cost

Income

PGR Fees

X

PGR Scholarships
Academic department staff PGR
supervision time
Academic Department non-staff
costs
Doctoral training centres

X

Cost drivers or Direct

Costs

X
X

Direct
Driven by Time Allocation Survey

X

X

Driver varies - may be based on dept
manager assessment or other data
Direct (if identifiable in the accounts
coding structure)

X

X

Direct (if identifiable in the accounts
coding structure)

X

Driven - most institutions will identify the
space costs associated with research
overalland then apportion this to activities

X

Driven - typically based on expenditure or
other workload measures

X

Studentships
Estates

Finance
Other relevant support services
(includes library, corporate
information (IT), corporate
services and student support)

X

TRAC cost adjustments

X

Driven - Typically based on student FTE or
staff and student FTE

Driven on the basis set out in the TRAC
guidance

Another source of variation is that some institutions apply weightings to the PGR FTE and others use
unweighted FTE to determine the support cost drivers.
Because institutions’ existing arrangements for compiling PGR cost vary so widely, the opportunities
for quickly enhancing the benchmarking data are limited. Nevertheless, a ‘quick win’ would be to
split the benchmarking data to separately identify results for institutions that report that do, or do
not, re-allocate income and costs to the PGR category. This will be implemented in the 2015-16
benchmarking report.
A longer term aim should be to encourage institutions with material PGR activity to identify all
income and costs that relate to it. This process could be started by taking a template, such as that
set out in Table 4, and commencing benchmarking for institutions with material PGR FTE. A small
working group might be helpful for relevant institutions to work through the detailed issues involved
in compiling the data.

8.4 – Next steps
This chapter captures how income and costs can be further analysed between Research Sponsor
types. Proposals to consider splitting by Clinical, Stem, Non-Stem and other subject categories, the
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re-allocation of funding council recurrent funding based on TRAC activity and PGR income and costs
and the breakdown of research costs to direct and indirect are key elements of this analysis.
The TRAC Development Group will consult further with the sector on the themes outlined with a
view to the TRAC return being updated to capture this analysis on a voluntary basis.

8.5 – Possible further developments
Further suggestions that have not been considered in full, but could form part of future discussions
linked to additional benchmarking data in this area are:

Case study
A TRAC oversight meeting sometime in the future (after implementation of this Guide)
Question arising at the Oversight Group meeting: ‘So why is our cost recovery on
industrial research sponsors below the lower quartile?’
[Based on the existing TRAC benchmarking data we do not have any additional
benchmarking information to provide in response – but if the Guide is implemented we
could be able to respond:]
‘From the benchmarking data we can tell that our cost recovery rate on industrial
sponsors is particularly low in STEM subjects XX% compared with an average of XX% for
our peer group. Drilling down into more detail we can see that this is mostly due to our
estates costs being a higher proportion of research income for STEM subjects than our
peers, XX% compared with an average of XX% for our peer group. We know that we
have commissioned a new science research facility during the year and this has
increased our estates costs for science subjects. We expect to start receiving increased
award income in future years as the new facility gets up to full speed. We need to
monitor this closely over the next year.’

Key indicators – existing information collected for the TRAC return could be analysed into Clinical,
STEM and Other to create denominators for some basic indicators. For example:


PGR income and costs could be divided by the number of PGRs to give income and costs per
PGR FTE
 Income and costs (all sponsors) could be divided by Researcher + Academic research time to
give income and costs per academic/researcher FTE.
Top tip
The detailed benchmarking of research activity will be of most
relevance to research intensive institutions, so it is reasonable
Given the additional insights
to suggest that consultation in this area should be focused at
that are identified in this
this group. In conclusion, the working group suggested that a
chapter, institutions should
recommendation be made to TDG to request wider
consider the benefits that
consultation on these proposals in this chapter.
they could obtain from using
this information and structure
their approach to data
collection in TRAC
accordingly.
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9 – ENHANCING THE INSIGHTS FROM TRAC(T)

Currently the TRAC(T) benchmarking data is provided in a format that allows an HEI to view its own
performance against its agreed Peer Group and the Sector. It provides an analysis of the costs by
HESA Cost centre following a consistent methodology or allocating costs to these categories. The
dataset is provided in an excel spreadsheet. HEIs also receive some scatter graphs (provided in a PDF
format) showing the distribution of the Subject-FACTS data for each cost centre for the Sector.
This section considers the alternatives for enhancing the benchmarking of TRAC(T) to provide greater
flexibility and benefit for HEI’s.
Proposals for the TRAC(T) benchmarking data being provided to institutions in an alternative format
were implemented in the 2014-15 TRAC benchmarking. The TRAC Development Group will liaise with
the funding councils on the recommendation for further developing the TRAC(T) approach.
The content of the chapter should be of interest to HE Planning teams, TRAC and Finance Teams,
Deans and Heads of Department, PVC Teaching and Learning (or equivalent), and TRAC Oversight
groups.

9.1 – An overview of TRAC(T)
The TRAC(T) return is used to calculate the subject-related average annual costs of teaching a full
time equivalent (FTE) Funding-Council-fundable student in a HESA academic cost centre and is
drawn from the Annual TRAC data. This is referred to as ‘Subject-related full annual cost of teaching
a student’ (Subject-FACTS)14. This is a subset of the total costs of teaching students and subjects. It
excludes bursaries and costs associated with specific forms of funding. This subset cost provides
details of the relative costs of subjects and is currently used by Funding Councils to help inform the
teaching funding model.
The benchmarking output is normally returned to institutions by HEFCE in early April. The
benchmarking data provides an institution a means to reasonableness check its data against Peer
institutions and the Sector prior to finalising the sign-off of the institution’s submission.
The group identified that additional work is required to create reports on TRAC(T) for internal use.
As such this was identified as a potential barrier to getting the most from the benchmarking
information. Solutions to this issue are explored below.

14

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/trac/
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9.2 – TRAC(T): Current provision of benchmarking
Currently the benchmarking data is provided in a form that allows an HEI to view its own
performance against an agreed Peer Group and the Sector by quartiles.
The group identified improvements that could be made to the format of the benchmarking
spreadsheet to reduce the level of re-working that some institutions undertake to provide improved
benchmarking information for the senior managers and TRAC oversight groups.
HEFCE has embraced the work of this group and in the 2014-15 TRAC(T) benchmarking changes were
implemented to the format of the TRAC(T) benchmarking. This now provides a single complete
dataset that provides the base data that institutions could use to tailor a benchmarking report to suit
their needs.
How the benchmarking data is tailored will differ from institution to institution and depend on what
additional data is added and how it is presented. This can include adding time series data, a
combination of sortable columns, or adding graphical charts.

Case study
University X
Adapting TRAC T benchmarking
The aim of our review is to look at the available dataset and be able to view this data
with historic data, meta-data, and clearly highlight where we exhibit relatively high or
low cost centre Subject-FACTS.
To facilitate the review we take the data and adjust it in the following way:
 Obtain the data for all peer groups from the benchmarking report.
 Add in prior year Subject-FACTS data
 Add a column to show our HEI’s Subject FACTS as a proportion of the Peer Group
mean
 Delete all cost centres which do not apply to our HEI.
 Add HESA cost centres and centre names to all rows to enable sorting and
filtering.
 Sort by our HEI’s Subject-FACTS cost value.
 Highlight for each Peer Group which quartile value is closest to our SubjectFACTS.
 Incorporate into the sheet the names of the HEI’s that are in each Peer Group
under each Peer Group’s data
 Format the sheet and fit into a clearly visible A3 output and to show the current
price groups (which are currently there but highlighted in white text).
An illustration of the revised analysis can be found at Appendix C
Increased flexibility in the benchmarking data that has been provided on the 2014-15
TRAC data has reduced the time needed for this analysis, which has provided time to do
more valuable analytical work.
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With the case study institution the key aim was to focus senior management attention to outlying
Subject-FACTS that were significantly higher and lower than the Peer Group mean, and to consider
the reasonableness of these outlying values. Often there can be known internal reasons for outlying
values. For example, a high value may be directly related to the underlying School being a newly
established School. Equally, there may be occasions where the underlying reasons may not be
readily known and this type of focus can provide a prompt for further investigative work and debate.
The primary benefit of the proposed change is a dataset that can be tailored quickly by an institution
so that it can focus discussion and follow up work.

9.3 – TRAC(T): Future possible developments of benchmarking report
The ‘Subject-related full annual cost of teaching a student’ (Subject-FACTS) is a subset of the total
costs of teaching students and subjects for each HESA Cost Centre. Excluding bursaries and costs
associated with specific funding streams or targeted allocations, this subset cost is used by funding
councils to help inform funding based on the relative cost of teaching different subjects whilst
avoiding double-counting of costs that are already funded through other funding allocations. Often
this subset cost can be misunderstood and considered to be the full average cost of teaching a
student and not just a subset of the full cost that facilitates relative cost comparability between
HESA cost centres.
Given this misconception, the group had suggested to TDG that
this area be considered for further work and development. The
aim is to provide a framework for institutions to use internally to
extend or amend TRAC(T) to provide alternatives for deriving cost
data closer to the full cost of teaching a student which is more
suitable for internal purposes. During this process consideration
will be given to adding an (optional) section to the existing TRAC(T)
return so that the figures presented at cost centre level
incorporate the bursaries and any fee waiver (handled outside
TRAC costs) and with no adjustments for costs associated with
specific funding (known within TRAC (T) as proxy costs).
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Top tip
Institutions should consider
the additional
benchmarking information
that can be obtained from
TRAC(T) and consider how
this can complement other
information.
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Appendix A – About the Transparent Approach to Costing (TRAC)
TRAC is an activity-based costing system, adapted for an academic culture in a way which also meets
the needs of the main public funders of higher education. It was introduced across the UK higher
education sector in 1999 as a government accountability requirement and to support institutional
management through better understanding of costs within individual institutions. It was developed
by the sector and was designed to also provide useful management information to support decision
making.
By complying with the requirements of TRAC the sector received substantial financial benefits
through increased funding, particularly in support of research sustainability. By adopting the TRAC
methodology, HEIs are providing confidence to funders and stakeholders that the sector is well
managed financially.
The British Universities Finance Directors Group has published a short introductory guide to TRAC15,
providing further detail about the TRAC process, key themes in TRAC and how to gain value from
institutional TRAC data. In this, they suggest that “(TRAC) has been a positive step for the higher
education (HE) sector. By instilling a greater awareness of the costs of teaching, research and other
activities, it has helped institutions and policymakers alike to improve the economy, efficiency and
financial sustainability of what they do. It is tempting to view TRAC as just another compliance
requirement. To do so, however, would be to miss out on a valuable opportunity. If used proactively,
thoughtfully and constructively, TRAC can yield significant benefits for institutions of all shapes and
sizes”.
The main activities to which TRAC allocates costs are:


Teaching (T) – analysed between publicly and non-publicly funded activity



Research (R) – analysed between the main sponsor types: Research Councils, Government
Departments, charities, European Commission bodies, and so forth



Other (O) – the other primary income-generating activities such as commercial activities,
residences and conferences



Support activities (S) – such as preparation, proposal-writing and administration, which are
costed separately but are attributed, as appropriate, to the three core activities – Teaching,
Research and Other.

The TRAC Development Group has also developed a Guide on TRAC for Senior Managers16. This
complemented the BUFDG guide and provides a strategic overview of TRAC and its purpose.

The relevance of TRAC
The UK’s higher education sector is renowned for world-leading research, high quality learning and
teaching and innovative knowledge transfer activities. There are now ever increasing challenges in
the form of increased student expectations, global competition for overseas student recruitment,
current pressures and uncertainty over income streams and the requirement for Higher Education
Institutions (HEIs) to prioritise operating in a sustainable manner.

15

www.exeter.ac.uk/media/universityofexeter/financeservices/pdfs/BUFDG_TRAC_Intro.pdf

16

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/pubs/
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The funding models in the sector have diversified and become different between the different
administrations in the UK. This has increased complexity with the rise in student fees, creating a
greater interest by Government in the relative cost of different activities and the expectation that
levels of efficiencies will be sought. The use of TRAC as the only sector-wide costing process means
that it is embedded within policy and used by the funding and research councils to distribute funding
to HEI’s based on this costing method. An HEI’s ability to recover the full economic cost of activities
has increased in importance due to declining external grants for reinvestment in infrastructure, the
estate and human capital. TRAC is a tool that can provide insight into the economic cost of activities
that allows institutions to make more informed commercial or strategic decisions.

Annual TRAC reporting
The TRAC data, at institutional level, is reported annually to the Funding Councils along with
calculated charge-out rates for the research-related elements of indirect costs, estates costs,
facilities and equipment, and technicians17. These rates are accepted by the UK Research Councils as
the only basis of costing research bids and are used by institutions in forecasting the full costs of
research projects and informing pricing.
The Annual TRAC return reports on the full economic costs of activities analysed under three types
of activity – Teaching, Research and Other – and further analysis of research costs by type of
research sponsor. This return is required to be submitted by 31 January each year for the academic
year ended on the previous 31 July. This is often abbreviated to ‘annual TRAC’.
Teaching costs reported in the annual TRAC return are further analysed by institutions to produce
‘Subject-FACTS’ – the subject-related average annual cost of teaching a FTE HEFCE-fundable student
in a Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) academic cost centre. This data is collected as a
separate return. TRAC(T) is submitted by 28 February each year for the academic year ended on the
previous 31 July, with final sign-off on the data required by mid-April.
Benchmarking data is provided back to institutions following submission of the annual TRAC and
TRAC(T) returns to support reasonableness checking and enable internal review against peer group
and sector aggregate data.

17

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/pubs/
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Appendix B – Example template for collection of research activity benchmark data

Appendix B is available to download in Microsoft Excel format from www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/mips/benchmarking/
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Appendix C – Case study illustration of the use of TRAC(T) benchmarking
TRAC (T) 2014-15: summary
Peer group X

Sector

Peer group Y

Number of institutions who responded to
sections A and B

B. Subject-related Full Average Costs of Teaching a Student (Subject-FACTS) (£ per student)
Peer group X
University of X

HESA academic cost centre

Price
groups
currently in
use

SubjectFACTS
2

fte load
(di ff from
Group X
fte l oa d
Ave)

% of Peer
group X
Mean
(SORTED % of Sector
BY)
Mean

Average
(mean)
FTE of FCNumber fundable
of HEIs students

Sector

Subject-FACTS

Mean

1st
Quartile

Average
(mean)
FTE of FCMedian
3rd Numbe fundable
value Quartile r of HEIs students

Peer group Y

Subject-FACTS

1st Median
3rd
Mean Quartile value Quartile

Average
(mean)
FTE of FCNumber fundable
of HEIs students

Subject-FACTS

1st
Mean Quartile

Median
3rd
value Quartile

Added Calculations

3

4

5

6

CC

CC Name

1

129

Economics and econometrics

D

-133

200.0%

190.0%

128

Politics and international studies

D

10

120.0%

115.0%

127

Anthropology and development studies

D

5

120.0%

120.0%

80.0%

95.0%

N/A

85.0%

N/A

77.0%

7

8

9

10

11

12

8

6

8

8

13

14

15

16

17

18

Nearest value:

4

5

16

7

20

21

22

23

24

25

6

7

4

11

Benefit: An unprotected sheet provides the ability for
the user to add additional data. These % columns
enables the data to be sorted and concentrate the focus
of reasonableness checks on outlying Subject-FACTS.
Often there are institutional known reasons for outliers
and this can increase the speed of the review, for
example a new established School.

Benefit: Economies of scale may be a factor in the
variation seen. This column can assist the
reasonableness review.

Benefit: Sometimes a cross section of Peer Groups can
offer a more holistic comparative. Being able to include
and exclude Peer Groups offers a more holistic dataset.
Highlighting nearest value enables a quick visual view as
to where the Institutions value lie across the quartiles.

Benefit: A flexible dataset enables the latest Peer Group
HEI's to be added. This offers an up to date reminder to
users of the group to which the data relates.

Benefit: On occasions there may be no benchmarking
relating to a given cost centre in the set Peer Group. In
these circumstances seeing the result against an
alternative Peer Groups can provide some benchmarking
context.

> 100%
<100%

Appendix C is available to download in Microsoft Excel
format from
www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/mips/benchmarking

Nearest value:
Peer Group X HEI's
University of X
University of A
University of B
University of C
University of D
University of E
University of F
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Nearest value:
Peer Group Y HEI's
Peer Group Y HEI's
University of G
University of H
University of I
University of J
University of K
University of L

Appendix D – How to report TRAC costs at subject cluster level
What are we reporting in the subject cluster?
To provide consistency in the reporting of the different subject clusters, the following split of HESA
cost centres is proposed:
Subject Cluster

HESA Cost centre

Clinical

101
102
109

Clinical Medicine
Clinical Dentistry
Veterinary Medicine

STEM

106
107
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

Anatomy and Physiology
Pharmacy and Pharmacology
Earth, Marine and Environmental Science
Biosciences
Chemistry
Physics
General Engineering
Chemical engineering
Mineral, Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering
Mechanical, Aero and Production engineering
IT, Systems Sciences & Computer Software Engineering
Mathematics

Non-STEM

103
104
105
108
110
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

Nursing and allied health professions
Psychology and behavioural studies
Health and Community studies
Sports Science & Leisure Studies
Agriculture, forestry and food science
Architecture, Built environment and Planning
Geography and Environmental studies
Area Studies
Archaeology
Anthropology and Development Studies
Politics and international studies
Economics and Econometrics
Law
Social Work and Social Policy
Sociology
Business and Management studies
Catering and Hospitality Management
Education
Continuing Education
Modern Languages
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Subject Cluster

HESA Cost centre
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145

English Language and literature
History
Classics
Philosophy
Theology and religious Studies
Art and design
Music, Dance, Drama and performing Arts
Media Studies

All Other Activity
Whether or not an institution has income and expenditure in ‘All Other activity” will depend upon how
an HEI operates its local business units, and the extent to which this has been reflected in its TRAC
model.
TRAC requirements state that, where appropriate, costs should be directly allocated to activity.
Therefore an HEI may choose to hold some centrally incurred ‘Other’ income and expenditure in a
management unit rather than allocate these to Academic departments (HESA cost centres 101 to 145).
One common example of such income and expenditure would be Student Residences. Another would
be research activity undertaken by Academic Services or Central Administration as per Table 5a of the
HESA Financial return if the HEI does not allocate this to academic departments.

How do I analyse my TRAC data into the subject clusters?
The basic principle is to start with the TRAC data by business unit (Central department, academic
school / department). There is no requirement to re-analyse all TRAC data into HESA cost centres
first as the methodology below offers a hybrid option for doing this.
Step 1 - work out which HESA cost centres align with your local business
units. All HEIs are required to analyse their financial, student and staff data
into HESA cost centres for formal reporting. There will therefore be a
mapping of your local management structure onto the HESA cost centres,
probably maintained by your planning department or financial accounting
team. This will enable you to identify how your business units map onto the
HESA cost centres. You should now know how to adjust your TRAC data into
the required format by adding or subtracting departments to your main
business units. For example you might have Science School that included
your Department of Geography. To split this School into STEM/Non-STEM
you need School income and expenditure from your TRAC model and TRAC
income and expenditure for the Department of Geography.

Top tip
This is management
information so 100%
accuracy is not
required.

Step 2 - find out whether or not your income is allocated to your business units as this is not a TRAC
requirement. If your institution does not allocate income to business units in its TRAC model, an
allocation may be available from your Resource Allocation Model (RAM) which will probably be
operated by either Finance or your planning department. Combining your RAM analysis and TRAC
should enable you to generate T, R and O income by business unit. Another source of data will be
Tables 5a and 5b of the HESA financial return which reports Research Grant and Contract Income by
HESA cost centre.
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Step 3 - run your TRAC reports for your business units. You may need to add on your income allocation
derived at step 2 to give an analysis of surplus/deficits by TRAC activity.
Step 4 - run TRAC reports for those departments which need to transfer between business units. If you
do not have the ability to produce TRAC Reports at department level, you can split the central
expenditure, including the TRAC cost adjustments, on a simple pro-rata basis to departmental spend.
The same simple approach could also be applied to splitting income e.g. tuition fees in proportion to
student numbers. An example might be School A where the costs and income for department X needs
to be deducted as it is not STEM.
To generate TRAC income and expenditure for department X, start with the TRAC analysis of income
and expenditure by activity for the School. Expenditure must separately identify departmental
expenditure and central expenditure, and where possible by main driver e.g. estates costs, student
related expenditure. You will also need the main drivers for activity at School and department level;
at least TAS/workload planning data, space occupied, staff numbers and student numbers by type. To
split academic costs for department X to activity simply apply its TAS/workload analysis percentages
to the total academic costs for the department. Similarly use staff numbers to split costs allocated to
the School and activity by staff numbers e.g. the cost of Human Resources.
Two important principles should guide you when splitting costs and income a) do not re-invent the
wheel and b) this is management information so total accuracy is not required. Many central
departments analyse their own expenditure to provide management information which may be of use
e.g. Estates may have an existing analysis of all Premises costs a departmental level that you can use.
Similarly your Institution’s RAM analysis may be a good source of information.
Step 5 - add or subtract departments from your business units to get the split into the subject clusters
(Clinical; STEM; Non-STEM). For example you may have two Schools, a Clinical School and a Science
School, which includes the Veterinary Department. All that is required is to take the TRAC data for
Science School, deduct the data for Veterinary Department and add that into the Clinical School data.
You now have an analysis by Clinical and STEM. Please note that sometimes Departments will map
100% to a HESA cost centre, sometimes they will be split e.g. 50% to one cost centre and 50% to
another.
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Appendix E – List of abbreviations
CSV
ESMU
EU
fEC
FSR
FSSG
FRS102
FTE
HE
HEDIIP
HEFCE
HEI
HESA
HESPA
MIPs
OGD
PGR
PGT
PVC
QR
RA
RAM
RCUK
RDP
RPG
Subject-FACTS
TAS
TDG
TRAC
TRAC(T)

Comma Separated Value file
European Centre for Strategic Management of Universities
European Union
Full economic cost
Financial Statistics Return (HESA)
Financial Sustainability Strategy Group
Financial Reporting Standard 102
Full-time equivalent
Higher education
Higher Education Data and Information Improvement Project
Higher Education Funding Council for England
Higher education institution
Higher Education Statistics Agency
Higher Education Strategic Planners Association
Management Information Projects
Other Government Departments
Postgraduate Research
Postgraduate Taught
Pro-Vice Chancellor
Quality-related Research
Research Assistant
Resource Allocation Model
Research Councils UK
Research Degree Programme
Regulatory Partnership Group
Subject-related Full Average Costs of Teaching a Student
Time Allocation Survey
TRAC Development Group
Transparent Approach to Costing
TRAC for Teaching
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